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abstract: Two traffic surveys were conducted along with -travel time

*"-u.urirn"nts with AVI cimeras and from the results of the traffic survey, 
-an

invistigation ,tu, 
"onir"ted 

to determine the relationship-.between the rate of
,"""nnition of vehicle li""nr" number and recording conditions such as direction

;ilr?iil'h;; u"d i;"ffic jam conditions. Particular attention ry1s paid to the

;;;;t and reliability of iravel time measurements from the AVI system.

I. BACKGROUND AND STUDY OBJECTIVES

On Japanese expressway networks near big .cities and along trunk corridors there

;; ;il;-;;til;;;k settions where congeition occurs every day during the peak

p"ii"a iir. i; ;; in"r"ur" in traffic deriand. These daily traffic jams do.
serious harm to ".onl*i", 

industrialand social activities in urban areas, and

;;;i;; measuies have been taken to cope with this situation- These measures

i;;i;J; such things as on-ramp controls and the use of illuminated message

L.*ai to transmii constantly changing traffic information'

In this study, two traffic surveys were. conducted along -with travel 
-time

*"uiui"*"nii with aVi-"un,".irr ttuffi" flow was recorded using TV.cameras at

il;;iil ionnecting the outer loop expressway and an eastbound radial

;;;;;;;" in OSife, and trav6l time meaiurements using floating cars w€re

;;#;";i;;s'; i00[; iection of the Meishin Expressway during heavy traffic
periods of in August.

From the results of the traffic survey, an investigation was undertaken to

;;i;;i* itre retationship between tlie rate of recognition vehicle license

,r*U"ir ""4 
recording c'onditions such as direction of traffic flow and traffic

j".- 
"""Oiti"r.. 

Parti?ular attention was paid to the accuracy and reliability of

iravel time measurements from the AVI system'
The orime obiectives of the study are as follows;
ij^'io'ln"".tie'"i" rt " relationship between travel time fluctuations and the

i";"'i.il;;;?ilruiiiC-congestidn.at the junction where traffic between the New

t<unrui Airport and the Eastern Osaka Area flows'
iD'T; i;;;".;ig; ihe most effective use of the AVI system to obtain accurate

travel time measurements.

Althoush a sreat deal of research has been carried out in connection with those

ffi;-A;.?ir*, including surveys on traffic flow characteristics and travel

ii'i? nr"ii,"iion.'*iit ."rp?ct to iraffic congestion on.expresswaysr)-2), as well

;-;;;;;;h-into the-ifie"tiu"n"tt and availibility of'the AVI systemt {ot. ,

"rt.rr"iia 
travel time measurements4)-E)' very few studies. have been undertaken

that soecificallv conneci-characteristics of tiaffic conge,stion-and the function of
;il#;^i;""?r ii-" measurements on expressways.ei In this study two series of
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traffic surveys were conducted: a long distance travel timesurvey and a junction
traffic survey. The outline of the survey and traffic stream charactgrif,ti-cs
during the surveys are as follows.

2. OUTLINE OF THE SURVEY

2.1 Long Distance Travel Time Survey

2.1.1 Survey Method
The study section of the long distance travel time survey is the west bound
traffic between the Gifu-Hajima interchange and a point about two kilometers
upstream of the Ohtsu service area on the Meishin Expressway. , A-pair of-
CtD camera were placed on the shoulder of the ramp way overbridge of the
Gifu-Hajima interchange, the pedestrian bridgb at the Hata o parking area, and
on an overbridge at the west end of the study section. The distance between
the Gifu-Hajima station and the Hataso station is about fifty six kilometers,and
the distance between the Hataso station and the Ohtsu station is about forty-nine
kilometers.

The total study section length is therefore about a hundred and five kilometers.
A route map of the stud section is shown in Fig.l. The survey was
conducted for two days on Saturday 13 and Sunday 14 September, l994.The
CCD camera recording began at 7:00 AM and ended at 3:00 PM. The timing
of the camera recording of the two downstream stations was selected to pick
out as many of the vehicles recorded at the upstream as -possible. However,
there was some sporadic rainfall on the morning of the first day and there was
some mechanical irouble with the recording process. As a conseciuence, data
regarding the results of the survey is taken mainly from the.second survey. 

-
nig.2 shows the fluctuation of traffic volume at five minute intervals measured
from the output of the loop detectors installed on the Meishin Expressway at a

point nearest each camera iecording station. Based on the d-aily report from
[he Traffic Control Office of the Nagoya Operation Bureau, Japan Highway
Public Corporation (hereafter refered to as JHPC), there was no_congestion 

-

through out the whole study section during the survey period. The travel time
was also measured directly by floating test vehicles three times during the
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camera recording period.
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Figure I Route Map of the Study Section
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2.[.2 Results of the Survey
Two sets of AVt systgms were used to analyse the video tapes recorded at the
three camera recording stations. The AVI systems recognize vehicle type
nudlbers, vehicle numbers and vehicle use classification numbers automatically
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Figure 2 Fluctuation of fraffic Volume and Moving Speed
at Five Minute Intervals
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from the video tapes and record that data onto floppy disks together with the

time each recogniied vehicle passed. The rate of recognition is the ratio of
the number of iecognized vehicles to the total number of vehicles that passed

through the camera location during the survey period. Fig.3-. shows the

fluctu-ation of the average rate of recognition of the two CCD cameras at each

recording station. The iate at the Gifu-Hajima station. varies between 30-85%
and the-rates for the Hataso and Ohtsu stations vary between 20-65% and 5-
75Vo, respectively. At the Gifu-Hajima and the Ohtsu Stations, the rear number
plates wdre recoided while at the Hataso station, the front n-umper plates were
iecorded. The rate of recognition at Hataso during the whole iecording.period
and that of the Ohtsu statidn during the morning period are rather low because

of inadequate adjustments when the cameras were set up.

Next the data of the recognized vehicles on floppy disks underwent- a.matching
process. This process mirches up the upstream and downstream vehicle data.

The travel time of each matched- up vehicle can be computed by taking the

time differences between the time ii passed the upstream and downstream
iu."ru positions. The results of maiching up. all the *ta.of both -the 

upstream
half and downstream half study sections are ihown in Fig.4' The figure
inai""t"r a wide spread of computed travel time. This is partly^ because there
uii *uny vehicles'with the sarne vehicle number issued from different land
i;rfuii offices and partly because some vehicles spend a long time in parking
spuce. on the express*ay. However, Fig.4 indicates a very clear concentration
oi dot marks on 

^a lineai line during the whole recording period'

2.2 Junction Traffic SurveY

2.2.1 Survey Method
On fuesAuy 20th and Wednesday 21st September .1994, the. morning peak traffic
*u. .uru"y.d over an 800 metei-long seciion, including a loop 

^lamp 
and its

mirging ahd diverging terminals connecting--.the north 
-bgu.nd 

traffic on the

Han"wa-Expressway- aid the east bound traffic on the Nishimeihan Expressway.
S"r"n vid6o cameras were set up on the top of the frame structures for
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Figure 3 Fluctuation Rate of the Average Rate of Recognition
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overhead signs. The location of the seven video cameras and- the_ir_ ranges are

shown in FIg.5. Video recording began at 8:00 AM and 7:30 AM on the

20th and 2lit, respectively, and iontinued for three hours on both days.. In.
uJaition, travei tinie measurements using the AVI systems were conducted with
ifi" t"tf of six CCD cameras which were also-placed at the top of^the frame

.tr""turit for overhead signs located about one liilometer upstream of the

Matsubara junction on the Hanwa Expressway and also about six kilometers easl

oi tt " 
junclion on the Nishimeihan [ixpress',iay as s.hown in Fig.6. The travel

time mLasurements were taken during the whole period of the video camera

recording.

Traffic congestion started from the Matsubara toll barrier and extended to the

Matiubara iunction as usual in the morning peak period' However, the traffic
iam extended to the north bound traffic lane-of th-e Hanwa Expressway beyond
it" loop ramp of the junction only on Wednesday 2lst. .On that day,-the
traffic i"as c6ngested [reyond the loop ramp at the beginnitg of the video
ricording and t[e congeition cleared about-one hour later. However, an h9u1

iut"r, 
"o"ng"stion 

built-up again due to an increase in business and industrial
truffi". F"ig.7 shows th6 flictuation at five minute intervals in lane traffic
volume and' the average speed over five minutes for -each lane measured from
ttre output of the loofl deiectors installed on the Hanwa Expressway-.at a point
,prtr"ui, of the Matsirbara Junction. The weather and pavement conditions were'
fivorable and there were no traffic accidents or incapacitated vehicles during the

traffic survey.
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2.2.2 Results of the Survey
When the recordings were played back, the speed of the moving vehicles was
measured by measuring the time it took to pass through two points which are
marked on the video screen based on the lane marks on the pavement. The
speed measurements were made for a lane connecting the northbound traffic on
the Hanwa Expressway passing through the loop and the east bound traffic on
the Nishimeihan Expressway.

Two periods of ten minutes were selected for the speed measurement:
one was between 8:30 AM and 8:40 AM for the period of decreasing

^]-
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Figure 6 Route Map of Study Section
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Figure 7 Shoulder Lane Five Minute Traffic Volume and Lane Traffic Speed
at 27.57kp of The Hanwa Expressway

congestion and the other was between 9:35 AM and 9:45 AM for the period
of increasing congestion. The results of the speed measurements are shown in
a contour diagram on a time and space field with five speedmeasurement ranges
which are as follows: below l0km/hr, l0-20km/hr, 20-30km/hr, 30-40km/hr, and
above 40km/hr. Fig.8(A) and (B) show the speed contour diagrams for the
periods of increasing and decreasing congestion, respectively. The two diagrams
were drawn up by connecting the timings of the speed range boundary for each
speed measurerhent station. Fig.8(A) shows that heavy congestion with traffic
moving at a speed of belorv l0km/hr started from the beginning of the
measuiement period and traffic congestion extended backwards southbound on the
shoulder lane of the Hanwa Expressway beyond the diverging nose to the loop.
It can also be seen that strip domains with relatively higher speeds. of l0-20km/
hr appear with about a two minute time interval and continue upstream.

The l0-20km/hr speed strips were produced by a vehicle or vehicles merging
into the congested shoulder lane of the Nishimeihan Expressway from a point a

Iittle upstream of themerging lane. Then the vehicles behind often proceeded to
the end of the merging lane producing a stream of vehicles with a slightly
higher moving speed than the upper section.

On the other hand, the speed contour diagram for 8:30 AM to 8:40 AM,
which corresponds to the period of decreasing congestion shows irregular speed
range distribution without the development of higher speed strip ranges. This
situation was brought about by a slightly greater merging capacity on the on-
ramp terminal of the Nish;meihan Expressway after congestion had cleared with
respect to the through traffic on the Expressway. On that occasion there were
some vehicles which merged directly even into the median lane. However, as

a whole, a slow decreasing congestion was observed during the period of speed
measurement.

Finally the travel time between the upstream and downstream CCD camera
recording station was measured using the AVI sysiems. Fluctuation in the rate
of recognition of the two recording stations and the plottings of the travel time
measurements using all the data of the recognized vehicles are shown in Fig.9
and Fig.l0, respectively. The rate of recognition is between 65 and 85^percent,
which ls considered fairly good. Fig.l0 indicates a very wide spread of travel
time measurements as shown in the Meishin measurements. However,a very
clear curvilineat concentration is manifested during the noncongested period.
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3. TRAVEL TIME EVALUATION USING AVI SYSTEM

3.1 Coeflicient Smoothing Method

The travel time measurements through AVI systems include many unusual-travel
time value because of the mixture of vehicles with the same licence number
issued from differentlocal transport office and because of vehicles spending time
in the parking areas, amongst bther reasons. In order to overcome this
situatioir, a siatistical method called the coefficient smoothing method is used to
examine whether present measurements remain within,a Prescribed range or not.

The outline of th6 cofficient smoothing method is as' follows:

First of all, a standard value for acceptable criteria Tn is determined by the
following equation :

Tn=aT-r*(l-a)t,
where Tn-r i s[roothed out travel time value up to tn-r

tt 
tll$,time 

of nth accePted data
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Figure 9 Fluctuation of Rate of Recognition
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-l
Acceptable Range Effective Range

r i ng Range

tandard Value of Acceptance

Figure I I Standard Value for Acceptable and Effective Ranges

- Neighboring range
0.5T"St<2T,

- Effective range
TntnSti(T*

. T.i, and Tmax ?rr both pre-determined values.
- Exclusive range

outside the effective range
All the ranges described above are shown graphically in Fig.l l.
On the other hand, when traffic condition changes suddenly for instance in case
of an accident, it is often the case to have sizable delay in computing the
smoothed cut travel time value Tn using equations described above. In order
to prevent to get such delay, the value of Tn is to be replaced by t", i[ there
are j continuous vehicles that satisfy the following conditions

tj-,(l- z ) S tj 5 t.,(l+ z )

where j=2,3"'N

/: predetermined coefficient, 7(8
The value of a , d , 7 and N are determened more or less through the
method of trial and error.

3.2 Long Distance Travel Time Measurement

Fig.12 A, B and C show the distribution of travel time in the acceptable range
computedfrom the time differences through the upstream half, the downstream
half and the whole study section, respectively. The distribution of the
acceptable travel time through the upstream half section, Gifu-Hajima-Hataso,
and the downstream half section, Hataso-Ohtsu, remaln within a very stable
constant range. However, that of the whole study section varies significantly
although no traffic congestion was observed, On long distance travel time
measurement using AVI systems, the matching rate decreases ionsiderably
because of an increase in off-ramp demand downstream. Furthermore, it is
considered that the ratio of vehicles stopping at the service station parking lots
increases more as the travel distance becomes longer. The value of a , 6 , 7
and N are 0.6, 0.2, O.l ,and 5, respectively. To, T.". and T.in are 35 minutes,
120 minutes and l0 minutes for the Gifu-Hajima-Hataso section and 28
minutes, 120 minutes and 20 minutes for the Hataso-Ohtsu section in Fig.l2.
It was concluded that the very low matching rate of the Gifu-Hajima-Hataso

.lounml of the Eastenr Asia Society for Tranq:ortation Studies, Vol. I, No. I , Auttutu, I995
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seation during the whole recording period and that of the Hataso-Ohtsu section
during the morning recording period as shown in Fig.l3 were due to the very
low iates of recognition.

Fig.l4 shows the fluctuation of the average value at five-minute intervals of the
tralel time in the acceptable range. The average travel time fluctuation of the
Gifu-Hajima-Hataso, and Hataso-Ohtsu sections confirm that there was no traffic
congesti,on on the study section during the recording period. The small cross
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Figure '12 Distribution of Travel Time. in the Acceptable Range
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Figure 13 Fluctuation of Matching Rate

marks.in Fig.l4 show the direct travel time measurements of the floating test

vehicles. T-he direct travel time measurements show a slightly longer travel
time than that of the AVI measurements. This is because the test floating
vehicles had to take the shoulder lane in order to confirm the time the test
vehicles passed each l00m post, and this_usually has-a moving. spe.ejl,-which is

more thail ten kilometers slower than rnedian lane. However, the AVI average

travel time of the Gifu-Hajima- Ohtsu section, that is the whole study section,
shows wide fluctuation. In order to prevent such wide fluctuation, the compound
value of the travel time of the upstieam half and the downstream half of the

study section as shown in Fig.l5, is computed for the whole study section.^.
trur6l ti-" instead of the dir6ct travel time measurement shown in Fig.l4 (C).

FiS.lS also include the estimated present travel time through the ave.rage of

"uEh 
loop detector installed on the Meishin Expressway every two kilometers on

average. The estimatespresent travel time from the detector outputs coincides
measirment with the Compound AVT travel time quite well.

3.3 The Results of the Junction Survey.

Fig.l6 shows the distribution of travel time in the acceptable range compute.d

frjm the time difference between all the three upstream cameras and also all
the three downstream cameras. The value of a , 6 , 7 and N are 0.5, 0.2, 0. I

and 5, respectively. To is 40 minutes. T.o, and T.in are 90 minutes and 3

-inut"r, r6spectiv6ly. The ratio of the matching rate of this survey is aboutl5
Dercent, wtrictr is rither lower than expected. But the main reason for the low
inarctring rate is the fairly low rate of traffic travelling to the east of the north
bound traffic on the Hanwa Expressway.

Fig. 17 shows the fluctuation of the avera-ge values. of five-minute-averag-e- trav€l
tirie in the acceptable range. The significant variation between 9:45 AM and

10:00 AM was caused by -the rapid dlvelopment and rlispersion of traffic jams

on the approach section of the Matsubara junction.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND SUBJECTS FOR FUTURE STUDY

The conclusions of the study are as follows;
i) With the exception the instance where the setting-up adjustments were

inadequate,

Jounul of the Eastem Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol. I, No.l, Auttutul, 1995
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Basic Study on Travel Time Measuretnent using Automatic Vehicle Identification Systems

in Coruection with Tralfic Flow Characteristics
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Figure 17 Five Minutes Average Travel Time in the Acceptable Range

the rate of recognition of the AVI systems remains between 60 to 80 percent.
ii) The average travel time at five-minute intervals measured with AVI system
for expressway sections 50km in length coincides quite well with the estimated
present travel time computed from detector outputs and also with the direct
travel time measurements using the floating test vehicles, under traffic conditions
without any congestion.
iii) The estimaiion of travel time for a hundred kilometer expressway section by
compounding 50 kilometer length AVI travel time measurements shows quite
stable and reliable results under traffic conditions without any congestion.
iv) Considering the characteristics of traffic flow confirmed by the traffic survey
and the measurement of travel time using an AVI system, it must ,be
recognized that there is a possibility of having wide fluctuations in travel time
along sections which include a stretch of particularly congested lanes due to
merging and diverging.

Subjects for future study are as follows;
i) To establish the reliability of traffic survey methods using the AVI system in
order to accumulate experience in using AVI systems.
ii) To ascertain the most effective method of using the AVI systems for travel
time measurements such as the effective span of the upstream and downstream
camera locations.
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